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Abstract:  
Bloodstain pattern analysis is inseparably present in forensic genetics, crime scene investigation, 

the examination of evidence, and paper casework. It times of pandemic related to COVID-19 it 

is crucial to be aware of obstacles, barriers, and threats that await every expert who deals with 

forensic biological material. This new situation is an excellent time to go back and point out 

what are the primary guidelines that reduce the contamination of evidence and increase the pro-

tection of practitioners and experts during their work. Some evident principles that exist during 

crime scene investigation should be used in a more safe environment. The main goal of this 

article is to show what is the primary indicator that will help to reduce the danger of contamina-

tion by Coronavirus Diseases (COVID-19) during the prosecution of work. Bloodstain pattern 

analysis is a vast discipline. Other experts can use guidelines that will be shown in this article. 

Numerous forensic fields can benefit from this information. Subjects such as fingerprint, trace 

evidence, ballistics, forensic genetics, an examination of the evidence on a crime scene or during 

paper casework, even handwriting during crime scene investigation. 

Keywords: Coronavirus Diseases, COVID-19,  Bloodstain Pattern Analysis, examination, 

Safety management, Contamination 
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Streszczenie: 
Analiza śladów krwawych jest nierozerwalnie związana z genetyką sądową, oględzinami miej-

sca zdarzenia, oględzinami przedmiotów oraz pracą na aktach.  W czasach pandemii związanych 

z COVID-19 niezwykle ważnym jest, aby zdawać sobie sprawę z przeszkód, barier i zagrożeń, 

które czekają na każdego eksperta, który zajmuje się materiałem biologicznym analizowanym 

pod kątem kryminalistycznym. Ta nowa sytuacja to doskonały czas, aby zastanowić się i wska-

zać, jakie są główne wytyczne, które zmniejszają prawdopodobieństwo zniszczenia lub zmiany 

dowodów i zwiększają ochronę praktyków w tym biegłych podczas ich pracy z materiałem  do-

wodowym. Warto wskazać, że podstawowe zasady obowiązujące w trakcie przeprowadzania 

oględzin miejsca zdarzenia powinny być stosowane w odniesieniu do zwiększenia bezpieczeń-

stwa otoczenia pracy. Głównym celem tego artykułu jest pokazanie, jakie są podstawowe pro-

cedury, który pomogą zmniejszyć niebezpieczeństwo zarażenia się chorobami koronawirusa 

(COVID-19) podczas wykonywania pracy śledczej. Analiza śladów krwawych jest szeroką dys-

cypliną. Eksperci z innych gałęzi kryminalistyki mogą korzystać z wytycznych, które zostaną 

przedstawione w tym artykule. Mowa tutaj o dyscyplinach obejmujących badanie śladów dak-

tyloskopijnych, balistykę kryminalistyczną, genetykę kryminalistyczną, oględzinowanie przed-

miotów, prowadzenie oględzin miejsca zdarzenia lub nawet dyscyplinę skupiające się na bada-

niach aktowych w tym badania obejmujące weryfikację i sprawdzenie autentyczności dokumen-

tów. 

Słowa kluczowe: Coronavirus, COVID-19, Analiza śladów krwawych, oględziny, zarządzanie 

bezpieczeństwem, kontaminacja 
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Statement of the problem in general outlook and its connection with important 

scientific and practical tasks.  

Introduction 

The word that we know is changed by new pneumonia called COVID-19, which is 

caused by Coronavirus 019-nCoV. At this point in the middle of June 2020, there are 

7 145 539 cases confirmed in a whole word. There was so far 408 025 (WHO Corona-

virus disease 2019 (COVID-19) Situation Report –142) death cases, and the numbers 

are increasing every day. 
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The World Health Organization (WHO) stated that this outbreak of a virus is a pan-

demic (WHO Director-General's opening remark). Many countries have closed their 

borders. Whole production lines have stopped. The new situation forced scientists and 

forensic practitioners to look at crime at a different angle.  

But there are parts of the system that need to function in these unusual times. Crime 

still occurs, which means there is a need to gather the necessary evidence for the cases. 

These unprecedented circumstances force forensic practitioners to be more aware of 

protection and meticulously using existing procedures. The same goes for numerous 

bloodstain pattern analysts, who work in all parts of forensic procedures, starting from 

working the scene and ending with writing reports and giving testimony. This article 

will bring more details in those areas and will point out necessary changes and possibly 

new research topics worthy of consideration from a forensic community.  

 

Aims of paper. Methods 

The author hopes that this article will start a discussion about adjusting more protective 

methods into forensic practice during Coronavirus Disease COVID-19. So far, re-

search papers focusing on forensic work during pandemic were limited. This article 

will provide a synthesis of knowledge and information published so far on the topis of 

Coronavirus Disease COVID-19 that is related to forensic practice mainly bloodstain 

pattern analysis.  

The principal methodology that the author used for this paper is an extensive query 

among judicial, medical, and also legal sources. A popular topic which is  Coronavirus 

Disease COVID-19 force us, a scientific community, to reach out for information and 

data, a way over regular borders of areas of routine forensic work.  

Some parts of this article are focusing on explaining why some basic rules exist. They 

force the reader to rethink what was the original idea behind those ideas in the first 

place. Other parts of the article show how knowledge from different areas as a medical 

practice will influence on thinking and performing about crime scene investigation and 

social activities during bloodstain analysis work. 

The author hopes that this article will be a spark for further development, studies, and 

research. The work that should be done to improve the health protection of forensic 

individuals should be complementary, similar to the nature of this article. Connecting 

different branches of sciences and giving conclusions that benefit a wide range of peo-

ple is the true meaning of research. 
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Analysis of latest research where the solution of the problem was initiated.  

Exposition of main material of research with complete substantiation of obtained 

scientific results. 

Bloodstain pattern analysis and a pandemic 

Bloodstain pattern analysis is a forensic science that focuses on bloodstain patterns 

documented at a crime scene (James S. H. et al. 2005), evidence, people, or corpses. 

So far, there is uncertainty considering the transmission of 2019-nCoV by blood 

(Chang L. et al. 2020). Several studies and reports show that the virus can be found in 

samples of stool, gastrointestinal tract, saliva, and urine (Wang L. et al. 2020),( Wang 

J. et al. 2020), (Xiao F. et al. 2020),( Xia J. et al. 2020), (Tian Y. et al. 2020), (Yuen 

K. S. et al. 2020). Research show also that Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is 

vulnerable to public-health intervention strategies (Li H. et al. 2020). Scientists are 

coming up with procedures, guidelines or at least tips, for groups of workers who are 

in the high-risk group (Ge Z. et al. 2020), (Qian Y. et al. 2020), however, this kind of 

data hasn't been yet shown in detail for forensic practitioners, especially bloodstain 

pattern analysts. 

Due to the complex nature of bloodstain pattern analysis procedures and capabilities, 

this article will be divided into a few short chapters for convenience sake. Other ex-

perts, especially DNA experts, can use most of the methods and techniques that I will 

present in this text. For some, those statements will be obvious and evident. But in my 

opinion, as a practitioner, sometimes it is worth going back to the roots of the discipline 

to appreciate basic rules that we are using every day and look at them from a different 

angle - from the pandemic point of view. 

Crime scene investigation 

One of the main work areas of bloodstain pattern analyst is crime scene investigation. 

The main goal during this task is to prevent evidence contamination. Health and safety 

procedures during crime scene investigation allow for being consistent with protection 

while securing the evidence, not only in the international aspect but also in a polish 

criminal procedure (Wytyczne nr 3 Komendanta Głównego Policji …). In this area, 

scenarios before and after Coronavirus Disease should be treated almost the same way. 

Before the virus outbreak, investigators didn't know whether there was any danger on 

the crime scene, so they acted as if the health danger existed. It is one of the reasons 

why CSI personnel has protective clothing. Nowadays, there should be an assumption 

that surfaces and objects contain the virus. Nevertheless, protective equipment was and 

will be an essential part of crime scene investigation. 
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The only part where there could be a difference between practice before and during the 

Coronavirus epidemic is the consideration of the timing of crime scene investigation. 

In the practice and research communities, scheduling to secure the evidence a few days 

later is a proper idea. Research shows that the virus can exist on some surfaces even 

for nine days (Duan S. et al. 2003), (Rabenau, H.F. et al. 2005), (Warnes S. L. et al. 

2015), (Kampf G. et al. 2020). At this point, investigators should ask the question: 

whether it is worth waiting almost ten days to gather evidence that potentially could 

be contaminated but other phenomena, such as animals, temperature, third party, the 

weather may contaminate it? Or is it better to perform crime scene investigation as 

quickly as it can be completed, with better health and safety procedures, and therefore 

higher costs? It depends on the type of crime, scene, and other circumstances. But 

looking into this problem might be a worthy effort, mainly focusing on closed areas, 

where environmental effects are marginal. This research can immensely benefit less 

developed countries that lack proper support for police and forensic forces. 

Health and safety procedures during crime scene investigation should, in theory, also 

prevent the transmission of the virus from one person to another. Research shows that 

people infected with the 019-nCoV don't show symptoms, and can easily passively 

transmit the illness. Protective clothing and equipment, double glove standard 

(Korniewicz, D., & El-Masri, M. 2012), and distance between workers during crime 

scene investigation should be an essential recommendation. It is hard to imagine work-

ing in a field as a one-person, especially in complicated crime scene investigations, 

which mostly rely on teamwork. 

As for bloodstain pattern analysts that work mainly on homicides, suicides, and acci-

dents, the decision regarding working in the field should be positive only if health and 

security procedures that were mentioned before were implemented. 

In conclusion, for a diligent BPA expert, crime scene investigation isn't that different 

now in comparison to the past. 

Similar to a forensic autopsy, all protective clothing should be disinfecting after the 

work or, if it's disposable, utilized in a safe manner (Xue Y et al. 2020). 

Enhancing bloodstains with chemiluminescence at a crime scene 

One of the tasks that bloodstain pattern analysts can perform is enhancing bloodstains 

with chemiluminescence effect and documenting this procedure.  

The process of enhancing bloodstains with chemiluminescence is carried out under 

tight health and security procedures, which include the usage of protective clothing. 
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Because of using potentially risky chemicals, this is a standard in forensic practice and 

should not be changed. 

At this point, there hasn't been any research determining whether this procedure can 

increase the potential risk of transmitting the virus. Chemiluminescence effect is made 

by using an alkaline solution. It's worth checking if the pH that the experts use in these 

solutions is deadly for COVID-19. The nature of the distribution of chemical solutions 

also can be imported. Chemicals should be distributed on a surface in a form of an 

aerosol or at least a fog or small droplets, to improve details od chemiluminescence 

effect. A critical question for researchers stands: do these conditions increase the po-

tential risk of transmitting 019-nCoV? 

Examination of  the evidence 

Searching and documenting bloodstains can be performed by the bloodstain pattern 

analysts during the examination of the evidence during DNA investigation. This task 

is mainly performed in collaboration with the DNA expert in a genetic laboratory fa-

cility. One of its main objectives is to use health and safety procedures to prevent con-

tamination of the material, similar to a crime scene investigation. During the examina-

tion of the evidence, the bloodstain pattern analysts will touch the surfaces to change 

the position of the object to achieve a better photo or a better light angle. Using double 

gloves (Korniewicz, D., & El-Masri, M. 2012) at this point should be standard, the 

second pair should be changed after each object at the very least. 

The issue of transmitting the virus by touching different objects can occur. The sim-

plest way to prevent it is to wait for the proper amount of time before performing the 

examination. Research shows that Coronavirus can exist on distinct surfaces for up to 

nine days (Duan S. et al. 2003), (Rabenau, H.F. et al. 2005), (Warnes S. L. et al. 2015), 

(Kampf G. et al. 2020). The easiest method of preventing transmission from surface to 

person seems to be prolonging the time between packing the evidence, which is the 

last time when someone touches it, and the time of examining to ten days. 

The second way of transmitting the virus, which is person to person, can also occur 

during the examination of the evidence. The basic standard that should prevail is the 

usage of protective clothing. Also, in a scenario of evidence examination, it is worth 

considering a procedure of working with an object in a one-person unit. Well trained 

and educated bloodstain pattern analysis expert who will document bloodstains should 

know proper procedures that will prevent contamination of the evidence. Therefore, 

DNA experts can document and collect samples once the BPA experts have finished 

their work. 
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After the examination, using luminol-solution to search and locate any source of blood 

contamination (20) at the work environment and tools like camera, tripod, scales seem 

to be a good practice. DNA experts can perform it on a regular base after the examina-

tion to check if the table and equipment are clean after the work. Similar to a forensic 

autopsy, all protective clothing should be disinfected after the work or, if it's disposa-

ble, utilized in a safe manner. 

Examination of a person 

Searching and documenting bloodstains can be performed by bloodstain pattern ana-

lysts during the examination of the person. Again, its main objective is to use health 

and safety procedures to prevent contamination of the material, similar to a crime scene 

investigation. But in this scenario, the potential source of the virus is an active person. 

First of all, it's necessary to obtain knowledge about the potential risk of Coronavirus 

Disease (COVID-19) (Xue Y et al. 2020).  The investigator should perform a full de-

tailed survey of an examined person to determine the potential risk. 

Moreover, each person examined by bloodstain pattern analysts should be treated as a 

possible virus source. Again, research shows that people infected with the COVID-19 

don't show symptoms, and can easily passively transmit the illness. Protective clothing 

and equipment, double glove standard, and distance between workers during crime 

scene investigation should be an essential recommendation. While taking samples 

from patients, experts that have direct contact with people should have protective 

equipment, similar to that of the nurses (Qian Y. et al. 2020). It is necessary to point 

out, that between examinations of person A and person B, there should be an obligatory 

change of protective equipment. Similar to a forensic autopsy, all protective clothing 

should be disinfected after the work or, if it's disposable, utilized in a safe manner. 

There is the risk of transmitting the virus from person A to person B, through the ex-

pert. An expert cannot allow this situation to happen. Other experts, such as DNA ex-

perts, could use this method in their practice. 

A DNA expert can perform a DNA swabbing of a person, who is a potential source of 

the virus, in a protected environment, similar to a mobile corona test station. Unfortu-

nately, an examination of a person induces the active and comprehensive work of a 

BPA expert. This kind of documentation is impossible to perform in such a mobile 

station. 

Examination of a person by a bloodstain pattern analyst is a forensic area in which 

there is a visible change that will influence the cost of the procedure. The increase in 

cost will mainly be due to the use of disposable materials and protective clothing. 
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Documentation of bloodstains during an autopsy 

The forensic scientist community and the researches came up with basic guidelines for 

a forensic autopsy (Xue Y et al. 2020). Every bloodstain pattern analyst that will collect 

and document bloodstains during this procedure should be aware of it and follow it. 

Regular paper casework 

The most time-consuming part of work for bloodstain pattern analyst is regular paper 

casework that involves reading materials and writing reports. While the second part 

hasn't changed too much during the COVID-19 outbreak, the first part can be different. 

Reading case files in a standard way means going through many pages of paper. An 

expert that received this kind of material doesn't know who had read this earlier, and 

therefore who had contact with the case files. It is possible, that a policeman, judge, 

attorney, or even administration stuff was infected with the virus and transmitted it 

onto the surface of the paper. Research shows that the stability of the SARS Corona-

virus on the paper can be around five days (Rabenau, H.F. et al. 2005). For an expert 

who will have contact with this material, it might be advised to wait this amount of 

time before starting to read, to mitigate the risk of having physical contact with a po-

tentially contaminated surface. The same principle can be used by every case file 

reader. A modern and easy way of bypassing this time-consuming regime is to archive 

each case file in a digitalized form. Sending this kind of material with a proper security 

methodology can prevent further dispersion of the illness. 

Writing reports from the home office seems to be reasonable, having proper digital 

security in mind. 

Testimony at the court and private consultations 

Giving testimony at a court is the final part of the work of every bloodstain pattern 

analyst. Modern technology and methods of communication allow this to happen 

through a long-distance internet approach. Also, consultations that experts can have 

can be conducted through virtual means in criminal procedures at least in Poland. It is 

provided by art. 390 § 3 of Polish Code of Criminal Procedure (Ustawa z dnia 6 czer-

wca 1997 r. - Kodeks postępowania karnego Dz.U.2020.0.30). This kind of solution is 

possible in other legal systems. This pandemic can be proof that lots of regular desk 

jobs can be done differently, not only in the office but also remotely, from home (Chau-

han V. et al. 2020), (Sułkowski, Ł. 2020). 
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Discussion 

New times and new circumstances lead to new ways of handling problems. Corona-

virus Disease COVID-19 scenario has led to social distancing, an increase in the im-

portance of protection methodology, and a greater focus on safety and eventual bio-

hazard dangers. But not all countries can afford high-end protective equipment.  There 

will be a dilemma between the timing of work and the costs of procedures. It's worth 

looking into a scenario where investigators and experts can lower the potential risk of 

transmitting the virus from the surface by waiting out the virus's lifetime on the partic-

ular surface. 

It's worth to mention the role of forensic examinators in creating proper, effective 

methodology of work in these new circumstances. The method should be created based 

on scientific research. 

Coronavirus Disease COVID-19 will subtly change the work of bloodstain pattern an-

alysts. The real question is how it will change the work of other parts of a forensic 

word, and how quickly will the professionals adapt to the new standards. 

Previously presented scenarios and examples show that some parts of the forensic prac-

tice will be changed.  Stricter security rules should be a new standard, especially when 

it comes to cases of collecting samples from living people. 

 

Conclusion 

The author hopes that this article will start a discussion about adjusting more protective 

methods into forensic practice during Coronavirus Disease COVID-19. There is nu-

merous research that should be conducted (Adhikari S. P. et al. 2020) to have a better 

understanding of how the virus can be transmitted in the work environment of a blood-

stain pattern analysts and other forensic workers, and the danger it may pose. Further 

research concerning the ways of transmission and the lifetime of a virus on different 

surfaces is required. Also, it's worth looking into the reaction of the virus to the aerosol 

solution can and whether it spreads it further or not. 

Methodology and forensic practice aside, it's worth mentioning that many forensic 

workers are operating in difficult conditions. Many of them put their life on the line, 

and it can create fear (Ahorsu D. K. et al. 2020). It is necessary to point out that fact, 

just as it was pointed out for nurses or doctors. There should be fundamental psycho-

logical support and help if necessary. 

As always sharing knowledge and research about this phenomenon is crucial for cre-

ating more effective ways of dealing and living with this disease (Shi Y. et al. 2020), 
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(Barratt R. et al. 2019). So far, the scientific community has shown tremendous work 

and commitment to solving the problem of viruses on a different angle (Gradoń, K. 

(2020), (Oliver N. et al. 2020) and the author hopes that this article will be the next 

building brick for this cause. 
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